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Finding Fossils on the Frontier
The year was 1861. The nation was divided - so was the world.
A firestorm of controversy was gaining momentum even as the
war between North and South raged. The controversy centered
on a book published in 1859, written by a British biologist who
presented a new scientific theory about life.

The New Theory

The British biologist's name was Charles Darwin, the book. On the Origin of the Species.
Darwin's theory, that new species of plants and animals evolve from old in an everchanging world, was being argued in halls of learning and on street comers worldwide.
More evidence was sought to help support differing viewpoints, and fossils were
recognized as a telling source of evidence of past life. Many areas in the West, including
the John Day country, became a major source for fossils and the destination of many
fossil-hunting expeditions.

Discovery

One early Oregon settler was Reverend
Thomas Condon. While living in The
Dalles. Reverend Condon met Capt. John
Drake's cavalry troop retuming from the
Crooked River country. Condon, a
Congregational minister and avid naturalist,
was the first to recognjze the importance of

Before he left Oregon, however. Marsh
lured Condon's prized collectors. Leander
S. Davis and William Day. into working

the fossilized teeth and bones that the

for Yale. Marsh"was a shrewd

cavalry had picked up along the way.

businessman and a successful collector.

In 1862, gold was discovered on a tributary
of the John Day River, near present-day
Canyon City. Military patrols were
established to guard ore shipments. Joining
Army escorts to the gold fields. Condon
searched the John Day Valley for riches of
another sort. Oregon gold for the Union
might decide the war. Oregon fossils for
science might decide the evolution
controversy. Passing through Picture Gorge
in 1865, Condon discovered a lost world of

eroded gullies and pinnacles. Here was the
wealth of fossils he was seeking. Condon
named the valley "Turtle Cove" for the
many fossilized tortoise shells he found.
But it was bone, not shell, thai first caught

dinosaur digs in Kansas. Condon was
disappointed at Marsh's apparent lack of
interest.

Davis and Day, attracted by the better
pay Marsh offered, sent hundreds of
prime specimens East over the next 15
years.

What became of Thomas Condon's box
of fossils? Marsh answered Condon's

constant pleas for their return by begging
a little more time to study them. Condon
became Oregon's first State Geologist
and professor at the University of Oregon
at Eugene. But that did not impress
Marsh. He named Condon's little horse

Miohippv.s and proclaimed it the missing
link of the horse family. Thomas Condon
never received credit for the find.

the interest of Othniel C. Marsh.

Yale University launched an expedition in
1871. Othniel Marsh, America's first

Professor of Paleontology, was in
command. He had received a box of fossils

on loan from Thomas Condon the year
before. One skull was of a small, three-toed

horse. The mystery of the horse family tree
was a passion with Marsh. The expedition
was guided by Thomas Condon, but Marsh
only worked here a week before returning to

Thomas Condon

